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Abstract—Depth of field (DOF) is utilized widely to deliver artistic effects in photography. However, existing post-processing techniques for rendering DOF effects introduce visual artifacts such as color leakage, blurring discontinuity, and the partial occlusion problem which limit the application of DOF. Traditionally, occluded pixels are ignored or not well estimated although they might make key contributions to images. In this paper, we propose a new filtering approach which takes approximated occluded pixels into account to synthesize the DOF effects for images. In our approach, images are separated into different layers based on depth. Besides, we utilize adaptive PatchMatch method to estimate the intensities of occluded pixels, especially in the background region. We again propose a new multilayer-neighborhood optimization to estimate occluded pixels contributions and render the images. Finally, we apply gathering filter to achieve the rendered images with elite DOF effects. Multiple experiments have shown that our approach can handle color leakage, blurring discontinuity and partial occlusion problem while providing high-quality DOF rendering effects.

Index Terms—Depth of field, multilayer, neighborhood optimization, rendering

1 INTRODUCTION

Depth of field (DOF) describes the range of objects that appears to be sharp in an image, which is used extensively in photography to produce artistic effects. The scene points outside of the range of the DOF map to circular regions in the image are called the circle of confusion (CoC), while points within the depth of field appear to be focused. The DOF effects enhance the perception of depth and makes images natural. However, we could not obtain an image with DOF effects without optical camera except via post-processing. Thus, it will significantly enhance the performance of camera if realistic DOF effects can be achieved via post-processing methods. Therefore, DOF rendering has become a significant field for obtaining realistic images.

Numerous methods have been dedicated to rendering DOF effects [1], [2], [3], [4]. These methods can be mainly classified into three groups: multipass approaches [5], [6], light field approaches [7], [8], [9], and post-processing approaches [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15]. Multipass approaches operate on 3D scene representations, and light field approaches rely on computational photography [16], [17] and special equipment support [18]. Consequently, they are not applicable to image-based DOF rendering due to lack of 3D scene data information. Post-processing approaches work in the image space with corresponding depth information. They calculate each pixel’s blurring degree (CoC) and each pixel of the image is blurred based on CoC. Post-processing methods can further be categorized into three types of approaches on the basis of how the blurring is performed, namely, scattering, gathering, and layering. Scattering methods scatter the color of a pixel to all the pixels lie in its CoC. Gathering methods gather all the color from a pixel’s CoC to synthesize the pixel’s intensity. Both of them suffer from color leakage problems when foreground color gets into focused region. Layered methods decompose the image into layers and can reduce color leakage problem and partial occlusion. However, the methods might cause blur discontinuity problems.

In this paper, we propose a spatially variant DOF synthesis from a single input image with depth information. The occlusion problem is discussed and illustrated by Barsky et al. [19]. The colors from parts of the scene behind objects are missing in image due to pinhole camera model. Thus, methods that approximate the intensity of occluded pixels are proposed [20]. They apply a GPU-based pyramidal interpolation method to estimate occluded pixels. Lee et al. [21] proposed a layered image-based method to approximate different views in order to obtain good estimation of occluded pixels. Lu et al. [22] extended the bilateral filtering into motion bilateral filtering in order to reduce temporal flickering. Unlike their method, our method uses patch-based processing to estimate the intensity of blocked pixels. Besides, we propose a recursive multilayer-neighborhood optimization to estimate the contributions of blocked pixels, which offers us more accurate results. Fig. 1 shows the DOF rendering effects of our method focused at different depths. Note that our approach provides realistic
DOF rendering, and is able to handle well the color leakage, blurring discontinuity, and partial occlusion. Our approach makes an assumption that the pixel depth information is available through existing techniques such as stereo camera and depth camera, and in one-to-one pixel correspondence with original images. Although the depth images acquired from real world are often in low-quality with holes. We demonstrate that depth images with holes inpainted can be used for producing realistic DOF rendering effect. Therefore, our approach can be effectively incorporated into existing RGB-D image/video applications/hardware (such as Kinect and RGB-D cameras), which provide both color image and depth information. This offers a compelling alternative to the current state-of-the-art techniques which include a filter-based ad hoc method to approximate DOF effects. The main contributions of our work are as following:

1) A new patch-based blocked pixels estimation method that preserves spatial coherence, which is later used in DOF rendering by applying recursive multilayer-neighborhood optimization.
2) A new recursive bilateral filtering approach for estimating the contributions of blocked pixels.
3) We achieved realistic DOF rendering in real-time via GPU and demonstrated that it can further be used in mobile devices with various applications potential.

Our paper is organized as: Section 2 introduces the previous work about depth of field rendering and related methods involved in our approach. Section 3 illustrates our proposed approach for DOF rendering in detail. Section 4 shows the experimental results of our methods and makes comparison with previous work. Finally, we give out the conclusion and future directions of our work in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORK

Several DOF rendering methods exist in the image processing and graphics fields. They can be categorized into three groups: multipass approaches, light field approaches, and post-processing approaches.

2.1 Multipass Approaches

Multipass approaches are utilized in 3D scenes and render the DOF effects in the 3D graphics rendering pipeline. The accumulation buffer method [6] and the distributed ray tracing method [5] use such approaches. They use individual cameras to render the scene multiple times and accumulate all sample results. Consequently, those methods can achieve simulating most accurate DOF effects. However, it is computationally expensive to calculate for a large number of repeated rendering. Therefore, these strategies are generally considered for offline rendering. In recent times, some advanced strategies were proposed to generate real-time DOF effects based on ray tracing. McGuire et al. [23] proposed a stochastic rasterization algorithm and can produce DOF effects. It can render impressive effects for complex 3D scenes. However, the accuracy of blur depends on the increasing of sampling, which reduces the time for rendering. Lee et al. [24] built the scene into layers using depth peeling, which can accelerate ray tracing process for DOF effects. These multipass approaches are much easier to be incorporated in VR applications. Nonetheless, they are not applicable to DOF rendering based on images because previous 3D scene information and the accurate rays for accumulation is hard to obtain in image-based methods.

2.2 Light Field Approaches

These strategies are widely used in computational photography that can change/broaden DOF using extra devices or by changing the camera system to obtain additional data. The coded aperture method [7] embeds a designed occluder into the aperture of the camera lens, the focus sweep method [8] uses a special lens with strong chromatic aberration, and the lattice-focal lens method [9] organizes lens patches with different focal powers. These strategies can generate arbitrary images of different focus point after it is shot, but it relies on special hardware and large memory space which can be computing expensive. Yu et al. [25] created the light field through warping and then rendered DOF effects in real-time using GPU-based parallel processing. However, it results in
accumulated visual artifacts when rendered with large CoC due to occlusion.

2.3 Post-Processing Approaches
Post-processing approaches work on image space rather than 3D scene. It first takes a clear image and corresponding depth image as input and calculates the size of CoC using thin lens camera model. Finally, it blurs the image based on CoC of every pixel. This kind of method can be further classified into three categories: scattering-based methods, gathering-based techniques, and layered methods [26].

Scattering-based methods scatter the intensity of every pixel to its neighbor pixels according to size of CoC. Next, the intensities of each pixel are blended based on varying depths. Potmesil and Chakravarty [10] proposed the first scatter method for DOF rendering using a direct linear filter. However, there is a color leakage problem with their method which causes the color of background blur blends with the sharp focused region; Shinya [11] proposed a technique that uses a ray distribution buffer to process the blend order to reduce color leakage issue. However, the technique is both time-consuming and space-consuming due to heavy sorting of the pixel depth. Yan et al. [12] built up an interactive framework that develops depth maps and uses the scattering method to blur the background. Lee et al. [27] proposed a per-pixel layered splatting based method for rendering a depth-of-field result which can enable real-time post-processing. We combine the advantage of this scattering method without considering ray tracing which decreases computational time.

Gathering-based methods, on the other hand, use spatial filtering of the neighboring pixels in the CoC of pixel to achieve blurring effects [13]. These methods are efficient than scattering methods in general due to fast execution of filtering. Further, such techniques can exploit the texture look up features of modern GPUs. Zhou et al. [15] proposed a gathering-based method using separable kernel filtering. A technique by Xue et al. [28] utilizes saliency as a depth cue and a non-local means filter to blur the background and foreground regions. However, most gathering-based techniques suffer from color leakage problem. Lee et al. [14] proposed one that uses the anisotropic mipmap interpolation method. We also apply the anisotropic filter for DOF rendering with uniform blurs rather than Gaussian blurs, which is more approximate to actual cameras.

Layered methods decompose the image into layers and then blur and blend them to get a final result [19], [29], [30]. These methods reduce color leakage and alleviate partial occlusion by extrapolating layer boundaries. However, blending of layers can cause new discontinuity artifacts. Kraus and Strengert [20] proposed a pyramidal processing technique, and the rendering results are comparable to distribution ray tracing techniques. However, their layered technique is too sophisticated. Our proposed method combines the scattering and layered methods, and incorporates the concept underlying the layered method to rectify the common artifacts such as color leak and give a better rendering effect in foreground blurring. In addition, our proposed method has excellent parallelism capabilities and can render DOF effects in real-time.

3 APPROACH
This section describes in detail the methodologies utilized as a part of our proposed DOF rendering. An overview of the framework is given first, followed by background information about depth of field. Finally, every component of our approach is explained in detail.

3.1 Overview
Our proposed approach comprises the following steps: Given a color image and the corresponding depth map, we first calculate an \( R_{CoC} \) map containing the range of each pixel’s blurriness based on the acquired depth map. Then we apply Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) segmentation algorithm [31] on the depth map so that we divide the pixels in the similar depth into several layers. We process each pixel based on its layer and adjacent information. We use PatchMatch method to guess the intensity of occluded pixels near the boundary and apply multilayer-neighborhood optimization to estimate the contributions of each pixel. The framework of our proposed approach is shown in Fig. 2, and also described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. General Framework of our Approach
\[
\begin{align*}
1: & \text{Calculate } R_{CoC} \text{ for each pixel;} \\
2: & \text{Apply SLIC algorithm to divide image into layers;} \\
3: & \text{Use adaptive generalized PatchMatch to guess occluded intensity of pixel } q \text{ as } I(q) \text{ via EM algorithm;} \\
4: & \text{for each pixel } p \text{ in the image do} \\
5: & \quad \text{for each nearby pixel } q \text{ do} \\
6: & \quad\quad \text{if } q \text{ lies in closer layer then} \\
7: & \quad\quad\quad \text{Calculate the maximal weight of blocked pixels} \\
8: & \quad\quad\quad \text{whose } CoC \text{ contains pixel } q; \\
9: & \quad\quad \text{end if} \\
10: & \quad \text{end for} \\
11: & \text{end for} \\
12: & \text{Calculate weighted sum of contributions of visible and invisible pixels as the intensity value of pixel } p; \\
13: & \text{end for}
\end{align*}
\]

3.2 DOF Rendering
We adopt the classic thin lens formula [32] of the radius of the CoC with blur control parameter \( \alpha \) as follows:

\[
R_{CoC}(p) = \alpha \cdot \frac{|d_I - d(p)|}{d(p)},
\]

where \( R_{CoC} \) is the radius of CoC, \( d_I \) is the focused depth, and \( d(p) \) is the depth of the pixel \( p \). All parameters in Eq. (1) are lessened to only two parameters in the above equation: \( d_I \) and \( \alpha \). \( d_I \) represents the focused depth and \( \alpha \) represents the settings parameters of the camera and aperture. It controls the blurriness of the defocused region. Since we are dealing with raster images, \( R_{CoC} \) needs to be measured in pixels. Thus, the unit for alpha is pixel. Further, since depth value \( d \) is normalized in the range 0-255, \( d_I \) also needs to be set to a normalized value between zero and 255. The pixels that have \( R_{CoC} \) less than one pixel are considered to be acceptably sharp, and the depth range of the acceptably sharp pixels is from \( d_{\text{min}} \) to \( d_{\text{max}} \).
The major component of our proposed DOF rendering method is a new patch-based blocked pixels estimation method especially for those pixels lie in the neighbor of blurred boundary. Thus, we divide the image region into three regions: foreground region $\Omega_{\text{foreground}}$, in-focus region $\Omega_{\text{in-focus}}$ and background region $\Omega_{\text{background}}$.

$$ p \in \begin{cases} 
\Omega_{\text{foreground}}, & d(p) < d_{\text{fnin}} \\
\Omega_{\text{in-focus}}, & d_{\text{fnin}} < d(p) < d_{\text{fmax}} \\
\Omega_{\text{background}}, & d(p) > d_{\text{fmax}}. 
\end{cases} \quad (2) $$

The artifacts such as color leakages problems are often visible in the region between background and in-focus region and partial occlusion problems are often visible in between in-focus and foreground region. In order to address these problems, we apply SLIC segmentation algorithm to divide it into finer layers and apply patch-based blocked pixels estimation method to tackle such artifacts.

### 3.2.1 The Influence of Blocked Pixels

First of all, we clarify the overlapped influence of pixels in different regions and show our intuition on how to solve these problems. As discussed above, artifacts are generated near the boundary. From perspectives of the optic of thin lens camera, the boundary between foreground region and background region should be blurred continuously. Thus, gathering filter or scattering filter can be applied directly. But the boundary between background and in-focus region should be clear while using scattering filter will result in color leakage problem. Finally, the boundary between foreground and in-focus region is continuous in blur. Besides, occluded pixels will also influence the rendered DOF results. In Fig. 3, there are three different layers overlapping in the blue rectangle region. Considering the rendering of yellow regions, yellow regions block green and red regions.

What we do here is not to simplify the blocked regions into one hidden pixel, we need to extend the green and red regions into yellow region as shown in black arrows in the right figure. Thus, there are more than one layer involved in contributing final pixel. For real scenes, if there are multiple layers overlapped, we extend the further layer to estimate the influence of hidden pixels in different layers.

Then, we discuss the potential influence of blocked pixels. As show in Fig. 4, $p$ is a blocked pixel in the background plane while $q$ is a boundary point between in-focus plane and background plane. $q'$ is the focused point in the image plane. Most of rays from $p$ are blocked by in-focus plane except that between two orange rays. Since these rays will not affect the pixels below $q'$ in the image plane, the blocked pixels make no contributions to pixels in the in-focus plane. Furthermore, when $q$ lies in a closer background layer or foreground plane, $q$ projects into a circle which overlap with the CoC of $p$. Thus, blocked pixels $p$ will make...

---
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Fig. 2. Framework of our proposed DOF rendering approach. We first calculate the $R_{\text{CoC}}$ map and the layer map based on the depth map. Then we use adaptive PatchMatch method to fill the blocked pixels near the boundary. By applying multilayer-neighborhood optimization (M-N optimization in figure) over the maximal weight map using weight as guidance, we obtain weight estimation map and use gathering filter to get the final result.
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Fig. 3. This picture illustrates overlapping case in blur rectangle region. We need to estimate the hidden pixels behind front layer in yellow.

---

3.2.1 The Influence of Blocked Pixels

First of all, we clarify the overlapped influence of pixels in different regions and show our intuition on how to solve these problems. As discussed above, artifacts are generated near the boundary. From perspectives of the optic of thin lens camera, the boundary between foreground region and background region should be blurred continuously. Thus, gathering filter or scattering filter can be applied directly. But the boundary between background and in-focus region should be clear while using scattering filter will result in color leakage problem. Finally, the boundary between foreground and in-focus region is continuous in blur. Besides, occluded pixels will also influence the rendered DOF results. In Fig. 3, there are three different layers overlapping in the blue rectangle region. Considering the rendering of yellow regions, yellow regions block green and red regions.
contributions to those pixels in a closer layer. Besides, pixel hidden behind in-focus plane like \( p' \) might make contributions to image, too. Traditional methods ignore or approximate the colors of such pixels while we propose a new patch-based approximating approach for estimating the intensity of blocked pixels which will further be used in weight estimation.

### 3.2.2 Intensity Estimation

As in Algorithm 1, we start our approach pixel by pixel. Since the depth value \( d_i \) has been normalized between 0-255, there are at most 256 layers. To preserve the continuity of the surface, we first use SLIC superpixels segmentation method [31] to partition the region into several small regions. Original SLIC algorithm divides each input image into superpixels by considering image texture. We adopt SLIC method which groups pixels using five-dimensional color and image intensity space to generate uniform superpixels. Individual pixel is represented by a vector \( l; a; b; x; y; d \) where \( (l, a, b) \) is the color vector and \( [x, y] \) is the space vector and \( d \) is the depth value. Then, it clusters the pixels base on the similarity between such six-dimensional vector.

In Fig. 5, we can see the segmented result. Although it is not accurate enough, we proceed our approach pixel by pixel based on its depth where segmentation result matters little. After we get the different layers of the depth, we can consider the influence of pixels near the boundary of two adjacent layers. As we have analyzed for Fig. 4, we should estimate the potential contributions of blocked pixels \( p' \). The intuition behind this estimation is that blocked pixels are most likely continuous both in intensity and depth value. PatchMatch [33] is a fast searching for find most similar patch in the source image in color space. Inspired by this, we apply patch-based estimation method inspired by Image Melding [34]. PatchMatch and its generalized algorithm are efficient in finding similar patches for image completion, retargeting and reshuffling [35], [36]. We want to estimate both the intensity and depth value of blocked pixels which are unknown pixels near the boundary defined by above SLIC method. We start with the input image in which there are holes near the boundary. We want to optimize energy function as follows:

\[
E(T, S) = \sum_{q \in T} \min_{p \in S} (s(Q, P) + \lambda (\nabla Q_{depth}, \nabla P_{depth})),
\]

where \( S \) denotes source input image with holes, \( T \) denotes target reconstructed image. \( Q = N(q) \) is a patch of size \( w \times w \) in source image \( S \) and pixel \( q \) lies in the top left corner of patch. Similarly, \( N(p) \) is a patch of size \( w \times w \) in target image \( T \). \( P = f(N(p)) \) where \( f \) is a function including translation, scaling and rotation on a patch. \( s \) is a function that calculates sum of square of differences between two patches. \( P \) and \( Q \) only considers three color channels in each image. \( \nabla Q_{depth} \) and \( \nabla P_{depth} \) represents the relative depth which is used to preserve depth coherence. And \( \lambda \) is used to control the ratio between intensity and depth differential. Furthermore, we consider depth value only for \( \nabla Depth_x, \nabla Depth_y \), where

\[
\nabla Depth_x(i, j) = Depth(i, j + 1) - Depth(i, j)
\]

\[
\nabla Depth_y(i, j) = Depth(i + 1, j) - Depth(i, j)
\]

is the relative depth information. Thus, \( T \) is the reconstructed image which is the most similar to original source image \( S \) both in color and depth space. If we can solve this energy function. We are able to estimate the color intensities and relative depth information for blocked pixels.

Eq. (3) describes the difference between source image \( S \) and destination image \( T \) in color space and relative depth. We want to find an output image such that \( S \) and \( T \) both are similar in color and relative depth value. Here, we choose to use relative depth instead of direct depth value as a constraint. Because the similar structures are translation invariant. Besides, we calculate all the difference between most similar patch in each image as a basic unit. In order to solve this energy equation, we apply expectation-maximization algorithm (EM algorithm) under multi-resolution to find local optimal solution. First, we randomly initialize the
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intensity of holes. Then, we iterate through two steps. We use adaptive PatchMatch to find most similar patch to those patches containing holes (Expectation Step). Then, for every pixel in holes, we calculate weighted average of all the similar patches that contains holes as the initial value for next iteration (Maximal Step). Here are the detailed discussions.

In Expectation step, we propose an adaptive generalized PatchMatch approach for searching patches that are similar both in intensity and color. We adopt following constraint:

$$D(P, Q) = \sum_{x,y} \sqrt{\sum_{c \in \{r, g, b\}} (c_x - c_y)^2 + (d_x - d_y)^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $P$ is the patch that contains pixel $p$ and the patch $Q$ contains pixel $q$ of the same size $w \times w$, $x$ and $y$ are the corresponding pixels in two patches. $c_x$, $c_y$, $d_x$, $d_y$ are the color intensity and depth value for pixel $x$ and $y$. We use this function to evaluate the similarity between two patches both in color and relative depth values and use this patch to estimate the invisible pixels.

In Maximal step, for every pixel $q$ in the destination image, there are $w \times w$ patches containing this pixel. Thus, optimal destination image $T$ should satisfy following constraint:

$$T = \arg \min D(I, T) + \lambda D(\nabla I_{\text{depth}}, \nabla T_{\text{depth}}),$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $T$ and $\nabla T_{\text{depth}}$ are the same size as image $I$. Besides, the intensity of point $(i, j)$ is:

$$T(i, j) = \sum_{k,l=0...w-1} \frac{NN(Q_{i-k, j-l}(k,l))}{w^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$T_{\text{depth}}(i, j) = \sum_{k,l=0...w-1} \frac{\nabla NN(Q_{i-k, j-l}(k,l))}{w^2},$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

where $NN(Q_{i,j})$ is the most similar patch found in Expectation step. $NN(Q_{i,j})(k,l)$ is the pixel at $(k,l)$ of this patch. Therefore, $T(i, j)$ calculates weighted sum of all the patches that contains pixel $q$. It can be shown that solving this equation is equivalent to solving Discrete Screened Poisson Equation. The pseudocode for one iteration is shown in Algorithm 2. We iterate through the two steps until convergence, and the result is shown in Fig. 5. Because the boundary is narrow in the image, our method normally converges in 10 to 15 iterations.

**Algorithm 2. Single-Step for EM Algorithm**

1. Input: the source image $S$ and the target image $T$
2. Output: target image $\hat{T}$ after one iteration
3. Initialize $\hat{T} = 0$;
4. for each pixel $q = (i, j) \subset T$ do
5. \hspace{1cm} for $i = i - w + 1$ to $i + w$ do
6. \hspace{1cm} for $j = j - w + 1$ to $j + w$ do
7. \hspace{1cm} $P \leftarrow \text{GeneralizedPatchMatch}(S, Q_{i,j})$;
8. \hspace{1cm} for each channel $c$ do
9. \hspace{1cm} $\hat{T}(i, j, c) = \frac{\hat{T}(i, j, c) + P(i-i', j-j', c)}{w^2}$;
10. end for
11. end for
12. end for
13. end for

3.2.3 Weight Map Estimation

The reconstructed target image $T$ contains our inference about the intensity and depth value of blocked pixels. As shown in Fig. 3, we estimate the blocked pixels behind yellow region. We can render the DOF result using $T$ directly. But the pixel value calculated form solving Eq. (3) is not accurate and it is the maximal estimation that we can get. Thus, it need to be further fine-tuned to make it approach real values. After we obtain the maximal estimation of the hidden pixels, we propose a new multilayer-neighborhood optimization to smooth the pixel intensity using acquired maximal estimation as guidance which is similar to method used in [38]. First of all, we propose bilateral filter based method to iteratively update the estimated contributions of hidden pixels. Then we apply a scattering filter to get rid of the pixels in the foreground thus avoids color leakage problem. As shown in Fig. 6, for each pixel $p$, we gather all the colors scattered from neighboring pixels as in Eq. (10) using the following maximal estimation:

$$I_{\text{max}}(p) = \frac{\sum_{q \in S_1} I(q)w(q) + \sum_{q \in S_2} I(q)w(q)}{\sum_{q \in S_1 \cup S_2} w(q)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$= (1 - W_{\text{max}}(p)) \hat{T}(p) + W_{\text{max}}(p) \hat{T}_{\text{blocked}}(p),$$

where, we divide maximal intensity obtained for pixel $p$ into two parts: those influenced by existing pixels and those influenced by estimated pixels. $S_1(p)$ as set of points away from the boundary whose CoC contains pixel $p$. $S_2(p)$ as set of points that within the boundary and whose CoC contains pixel $p$. $W_{\text{max}}(p)$ is the maximal contribution of blocked pixel $p$. $\hat{T}(p)$ denotes the average color intensity of exist pixels and $\hat{T}_{\text{blocked}}(p)$ denotes average color intensity of blocked pixels Since the actual contributions of blocked pixels are unknown. But with the estimated blocked pixel intensity above, we can start with the maximal contributions of occluded pixels and then apply edge-preserving multilayer-neighborhood optimization on it to give a reasonable guess of its contributions. Thus, the maximal contribution of blocked pixels can be given in following form:

$$W_{\text{max}}(p) = \frac{\text{card}(S_2)}{\text{card}(S_1) + \text{card}(S_2)}.$$
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where \( \text{card}(S) \) calculates number of elements in the set \( S \). Here, \( \text{card}(S_1) \) and \( \text{card}(S_2) \) compute the number of original pixels and number of blocked pixels near the boundary, respectively. We calculate the ratio between the number of pixels within the boundary and number of pixels whose CoC contains pixel \( p \) as the maximal weight of blocked pixel.

But the real contribution of \( p \) should be not greater than \( I_{\text{max}} \). Therefore, an estimate of real contribution is needed. We apply multilayer-neighborhood optimization to obtain the final blur pixel \( W'(p) \) as following formula:

\[
W'(p) = \frac{\sum_{q \in S_1 \cup S_2} F(p, q) G(W_{\text{max}}(p), W_{\text{max}}(q)) W_{\text{max}}(q)}{\sum_{q \in S_1 \cup S_2} F(p, q) G(W_{\text{max}}(p), W_{\text{max}}(q))},
\]

where \( F \) and \( G \) are Gaussian. \( F \) denotes the distance between \( p \) and \( q \) while \( G \) denotes the intensity distance. \( S_1 \cup S_2 \) is the set of pixels where CoC contains pixel \( p \) including estimated blocked pixels. \( W'(p) \) is the estimated weight of blocked pixels using \( W_{\text{max}}(p) \) as guidance. From this equation, we start from the estimated maximal weight map \( W_{\text{max}} \) and propagate the value from \( W_{\text{max}} \) to potential weight map \( W' \). Besides, it is an edge-aware filtering function which will preserve the boundary of the blurred image. Thus, it can handle color leakage. Finally, we recursively apply Eq. (12) on the output map to get final estimation result. Normally speaking, we stopped the algorithm at fifth iterations. The results are shown in Fig. 7. The right column is the enlarged filtered weight map. From this picture, we can see that our proposed method gives an estimation between maximal weight and minimal weight while preserving edge during iteration.

After applying same procedure for five times, we can see that the estimated weights are smooth in the center region while preserving edges. Then we simply calculate weighted sum of the blocked pixels intensity as \( I_{\text{estimated}}(p) \). As shown in Fig. 6, for each pixel \( p \), we gather all the colors scattered from neighboring pixels. If \( p \) is in the CoC of its neighboring pixel \( q \), i.e., the distance \( d(p, q) \) between \( p \) and \( q \) is smaller than \( R_{\text{CoC}} \), we add a portion of \( q \)'s intensity to \( p \). Otherwise we do nothing. The intensity of the color scattered from a pixel is inversely proportional to its CoC area \( S_{\text{CoC}(p)} \) in accordance with the intensity conservation condition. Thus, we use this weight to estimate the final pixel intensity using following equation.

\[
I(p) = \frac{\sum_{q \in S(p)} I(q) \cdot w(q) + W'(p) \cdot I_{\text{estimated}}(p)}{\sum_{q \in S(p)} w(q) + W'(p)},
\]

where \( S(p) = q | d(p, q) < R_{\text{CoC}(q)} \) denotes the set of pixels whose CoC contains \( p \) \( I(q) \) is the intensity of pixel \( q \) while \( w(q) \) is the weight of pixel \( q \). For pixels away from the boundary, we assume uniform distribution of intensity which means that every pixel shares the same weight which is calculated as Eq. (14). We iterate throughout each pixel using this equation to render the final depth of field effect.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We conducted experiments on an Intel Core 4.00GHz CPU, nVidia Geforce GT 970 platform. Because our proposed approach is depth-variant, it might be very slow. Fortunately, PathMatch method and bilateral filtering have fast parallel implementation [38], [39]. Therefore, it could be accelerated via CUDA using parallel computing power of GPUs.

4.1 Results and Discussions

We tested our method using various data. Test image Squares is a computer-generated image with a manually-assigned depth map. Test images Mobius and Plant are from Middlebury stereo database [40] with depth map acquired via stereo vision. The original depth maps are incomplete and have small holes with no depth information. Thus, we used inpainting [41] to obtain complete depth maps. Test images StillLife are from Heidelberg datasets [42], whereas tested images Statue and Mansion are from [43]. We set \( \lambda = 0.2 \) in Eq. (3) for all our experimental results following the setting in [34] for hole filling. Our experiments show that it is a proper choice for adjusting the weight between color difference and depth difference in patches. Our approach uses five parameters in order to present a satisfying result: \( \alpha \), the blurriness, controls the degree of DOF effects. \( d_f \), the focused depth, can change the focus point of the rendered image, \( \sigma_c \) and \( \sigma_w \) controls the degree of estimated weight of block pixels, \( w \), patch size parameter controls the degree of blocked pixels. In practice, \( \alpha \) and \( d_f \) are determined by user-based on various requirements. There are plenty of methods to obtain one-to-one corresponding depth map such as stereo camera and image painting algorithms. If there're lots of holes in depth map acquired from original device, it may impose inaccuracy and noises in our experiment results. On the contrary, we demonstrate that it can achieve promising results using depth map that is inpainted with image inpainting algorithm. We set \( \sigma_c = 0.03, \sigma_w = 0.08 \) and \( w = 3 \) for our experiments. Fig. 8 compares our results with those obtained by state-of-the-art DOF rendering methods: the mipmap interpolation method proposed in [14], the gathering-based method proposed in [12] and the Adobe Photoshop CC lens blur filter [37]. (The methods proposed in [14] and [12] were implemented by us and may therefore differ from their original results.)

For the image Squares (first row of Fig. 8), the focused depth is at the green square in the middle; the red square is behind focus range, and the yellow square is before the focus range. The artifacts primarily occur in the edges between regions of different depths. The gathering-based method suffers from color leakage in edges between the red
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and green squares. Photoshop lens blur and the gathering-based method suffer from blurring discontinuity, which is obvious at the corner of the blurred yellow square on top of the green square. Our method produces a semitransparent soft edge for the blurred foreground object, which is more realistic. In the details of image Moebius (second row of Fig. 8), it is clear that our method produces a better result than other methods. Because our method uses a uniformly-distributed PSF that is closer to that of real cameras than Gaussian distribution used in mipmap interpolation method, the blurred region is closer to an out-of-focus blur, than to an artificial Gaussian blur. For image StillLife (third row of Fig. 8), the blur of the pear’s stalk is not smooth in columns (c) and (e). Further, for image Statue (last row of Fig. 8), it can be seen that color leakage occurs in column (d).

As shown in Fig. 9, the image on the left shows the color leakage artifact which is a common artifact in scatter method [10], whereas the image on the right shows our result without causing color leakage. Fig. 10 shows the blurring in the foreground region. The image on the left has an opaque blurring foreground region, and the partial occlusion has not been dealt with due to lack of occluded pixel information. In contrast, our result on the left, has a semitransparent edge in the blurring foreground region because we carefully handle the contributions of occluded pixel for partial occlusion. Thus, our proposed method could handle intensity leakage and blur discontinuity problem. Besides, the focused region and the degree of blur can be easily controlled by parameters used in our method as shown in Fig. 11. Fig. 12 shows the structural similarity (SSIM) index [44] values and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of our results and the results of other methods using the same parameters against the ground truth results. The data shows the similarity of DOF rendering results and the ground truth. The ground truth image was obtained by DOF synthesizing a densely sampled 4D light field [42].
As shown in Fig. 12, our method outperforms other methods, and is much closer to ground truth.

Our proposed DOF rendering can be used in realistic image rendering or be used as a hint to transfer the focus of viewers. Besides, it can further be used in image editing and information visualization which makes important data clear and blur the unimportant data. Kosara et al. [45] proposed Semantic Depth of Field for focus-and-context display of information. Besides, DOF rendering can be used in practical medical area such as eye surgery. Fig. 13 shows the different rendered result using inpainted depth map and original imperfect depth map. As we can see in the red rectangle region, the quality of image has great improvement using inpainted depth map. Thus, we can use original depth map with holes to generate a relatively good depth of field rendering result using simple inpainted method. In Fig. 14, since iPhone X provides pixel aligned depth map which can be easily used in our proposed method, we can see that our method can be incorporated in real life application.

4.2 Advantages over Single-Image Approaches

Our method uses a depth map and take the blocked pixels into account, with the information obtained therefrom resulting in an advantage for our method over other single-image approaches. First, our approach is more accurate. Traditional methods ignore the influence of blocked pixels, therefore not realistic. Second, our method can handle complex scene, whereas other single-image approaches cannot segment scenes properly. Single-image approaches approximate the scene and depth information and can only produce simple and inaccurate depth map. As a result, when the image represents a complex scene, visual artifacts will arise. Third, our method can properly render the DOF effects of the image of different situations. We can focus at any depth, background or foreground. We can also adjust the degree of blurriness. Other single-image approaches do not consider the different cases and thus can only be applied over a limited scope. Compared with multiple image approaches, especially light field approaches [25], which can resolve visibility problem in most cases due to more information on the scene, our method relies on the accuracy of estimation of intensity. We plan to combine the advantages of multiple

Fig. 11. Experimental results for image Statue, Moebius and Plant with various blurriness $\alpha$. (a) Original all in-focus image and depth map, (b) $\alpha = 5$, (c) $\alpha = 10$, and (d) $\alpha = 20$.

Fig. 12. Comparison of SSIM index and PSNR for various methods with different blurriness parameters. The results of our proposed method, gathering based method [12], mipmap interpolation method [14] and the original unprocessed image are compared with the ground truth result from light field DOF synthesis.
4.3 Limitation

Although our method can be applied to videos. But, video processing is still the limitation of our method. We tried to apply our framework on video in limited case. Fig. 15 shows three frames resulting from DOF rendering of a video sequence by our method. The dataset of the video sequence with depth maps is from [43]. But it requires the scene to move slowly so that the focus range will not change too much. When we apply our method to other videos, we need to adjust the focus range of each frame according to the depth of the objects, which may result in flickering in the video sequence. Therefore, we plan to improve our method in the future by incorporating coherence of objects in videos so that it can further be applied in other video sequences.

4.4 Discussions

SLIC segmentation can be used to divide each image into superpixels by considering the similarity of color intensities between pixels which is a good choice for segmenting depth image into different layers. PatchMatch algorithm is used widely in finding similar patches. Due to its potential use in image completion, we tried applying PatchMatch to fill in the holes which are further used for initial estimation of occluded pixels’ influence. EM algorithm is great algorithm for optimizing function iteratively. Due to the efficiency of PatchMatch algorithm, it made it possible to solve this energy function quickly. We tested the performance of our images and proposed framework in order to better solve occlusion problem and reduce visual artifacts.
We performed each test ten times and obtained an average time. The running time is related to the image’s depth map complexity, resolution, and focus depth. As can be seen in Table 1, the first section compares our method on images with different resolution where focus depth and blurriness are same. The resolution of the image has a major effect on the execution time. Besides, weight calculation time increases not rapidly as intensity estimation time as the resolution increase. Because we apply a fast multilayer-neighborhood optimization method on it. For the second section, we test our method for same image with different focus depth. It can be seen that the parameters of the focus depth do not significantly affect the performance. Finally, we exam our method on the same image with different blurriness value. The experiment has shown that the greater the blurriness, the greater is the computation time required.

The effects of our method rely on five parameters for control. Besides, the layer boundary generated by SLIC method might influence the result because we only consider the occluded pixels near such boundary. Thus, it burdens user to adjust the result. In our experiments, we fix three parameters used for estimation of blocked pixels and provide two parameters for user to adjust. It is a normal scenario when user needs to adjust focus depth and degree of blur for various scenes. First of all, we use GPU to parallel the computing of PatchMatch algorithm. The bottleneck of accelerating PatchMatch is the scan line process of propagation stage. We can use Jump Flood Propagation method to replace original scan line propagation method to make it easier for parallelism. Since the computation in the final scattering filter is independent among every pixel. We can use GPU to accelerate these two stages. Here, we define nearest-neighbor field (NNF) as shown in [33] as a function \( f : A \rightarrow R^2 \) which means that for each patch \( a \) in image \( A \), \( f(a) \) denotes the offset between patch \( a \) and its nearest neighbor patch \( b \) in spatial coordinates. Patch matching not only estimates color intensity but also depth of pixels. If we use simple linear interpolation method, we can only estimate the intensity of hidden pixels. But, with PatchMatch, we can also estimate depth. Besides, simple diffusion interpolation method does not consider the texture of surface and will result in flat interpolation surface. While PatchMatch can fill the missing intensities of holes more consistent than diffusion interpolation. More implementation details can be found in the supplementary material, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TVCG.2019.2894627.

As shown in Fig. 16, our method fails in image shown in the last row. A visible artifact is rendered near the ear of toy due to similar intensity between background and in-focus region. A higher weight is estimated for pixels near the boundary which causes this artifact. In the first row, our

![Fig. 15. Our DOF rendering approach applied to video of Mansion. Top row: Frames from original video and corresponding depth maps; Bottom row: Frames from video rendered by our method.](image_url)
method achieve continuous boundary near the leaf while there are jagged edges in other methods. In the second row, you can see that the black pixels spread to background regions leading color leakage problems while our method keeps the intensity values and presents a clear edge near the boundary. In the third row, our method can also achieve visual-pleasing result in the edge of the book while other methods fail to preserve the structure. Our method achieves visual pleasing result with better image quality measured with SSIM and PSNR. It might be solved by taking the
intensity difference between different layers into account which is our future direction.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new post-processing depth of field rendering approach. Unlike previous DOF rendering methods, which do not consider the influence of blocked pixels directly, our work proposes a new patch-based approach to estimate the depth and intensity of blocked pixels near the boundary. After that, we obtain the maximal weight of blocked pixels. We further propose a multilayer-neighborhood optimization, which takes the weight map as input and recursively get an estimation of potential contributions of blocked pixels. With the estimated weight map, we calculate our blurring results which resolve both color leakage and blur discontinuity problems as shown in various experiments. In the future, we will further speed up DOF rendering. Besides, we will also extend our estimation methods for better estimating of the blocked pixels. Finally, we will improve our method by incorporating temporal relation into our framework and avoid adjusting focus range for each frame for better results on various video processing, e.g., avoiding flickering problem of video example in Fig. 15.
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